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Vapor 50 
Art no. 51400

Vapor 60
Art no. 51500
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 360  124 Electrical output 

point 500mm

PIR minimum distance to operate - 0 - 600mm
PIR sensor delay/response time - 2+ seconds to activate cabinet
Run on timer light setting default- 5 minutes
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 140 

Electrical 
output point
500mm

PIR minimum distance to operate - 0 - 600mm
PIR sensor delay/response time - 2+ seconds to activate cabinet
Run on timer light setting default- 5 minutes

HiB recommend you receive the product before commencing with installation as all sizes and measurements are approximate.
HiB try and ensure all measurements are as accurate as possible.
In the interest of continuous product development, HiB reserves the right to alter specification as necessary. E & OE.
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Art no. 51600
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400  140 

Electrical 
output point
500mm

PIR minimum distance to operate - 0 - 600mm
PIR sensor delay/response time - 2+ seconds to activate cabinet
Run on timer light setting default- 5 minutes

HiB recommend you receive the product before commencing with installation as all sizes and measurements are approximate.
HiB try and ensure all measurements are as accurate as possible.
In the interest of continuous product development, HiB reserves the right to alter specification as necessary. E & OE.
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Product

Art. No.

Product
Description

Vapor 50, Vapor 60 & Vapor 80

Vapor 50: 51400, Vapor 60: 51500 & Vapor 80: 51600

Light up the room with Vapor. As you step in front of the beautifully designed mirrored doors, a 
proximity sensor activates radiant LED illumination and internal heated pads, which stay on for 
five minutes after you move away. This means you can light up your mirror, jump in the shower, 
and come back to mist-free glass. Ambient lighting under the cabinet adds an additional sense of 

luxury for an atmospheric look and feel.

Question Answer

Nett weight (kg)

Light Source

Light Source Average Lifespan

Total Rated Wattage (W) 

Lumens (Lm)

Is the cabinet dimmable? 

Energy Rating

Is the heated pad only on when the cabinet is illuminated?

Does the cabinet require an earth connection?

Can I bypass the sensor so the cabinet comes on with the main room light?

Is it cool white or warm white illumination?

What IP rating is the cabinet?

Vapor 50: 12kg / Vapor 60: 14.9kg / Vapor 80: 18.55kg

LED

Average: 20,000 hr

Vapor 50: 56W / Vapor 60: 82W / Vapor 80: 92W 

Vapor 50: 2100lm / Vapor 60: 2400lm / Vapor 80: 3000m

No

Class A

Yes

Yes

No

Cool white illumination only

All Vapor cabinets are IP44 rated

Kelvins (k) Vapor 50, 60 & 80: 6400k 

How long is the warranty?

2 years from date of purchase on electrical components in the mirror

5 years from date of purchase on silvering coating on mirror

HiB recommend you receive the product before commencing with installation as all sizes and measurements are approximate.
HiB try and ensure all measurements are as accurate as possible.
In the interest of continuous product development, HiB reserves the right to alter specification as necessary. E & OE.


